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Abstract: A rapidly developing area of ceramic science and technology involves research on the
interaction between implanted biomaterials and the human body. Over the past half century, the
use of bioceramics has revolutionized the surgical treatment of various diseases that primarily affect
bone, thus contributing to significantly improving the quality of life of rehabilitated patients. Calcium
phosphates, bioactive glasses and glass-ceramics are mostly used in tissue engineering applications
where bone regeneration is the major goal, while stronger but almost inert biocompatible ceramics
such as alumina and alumina/zirconia composites are preferable in joint prostheses. Over the last
few years, non-oxide ceramics—primarily silicon nitride, silicon carbide and diamond-like coatings—
have been proposed as new options in orthopaedics in order to overcome some tribological and
biomechanical limitations of existing commercial products, yielding very promising results. This
review is specifically addressed to these relatively less popular, non-oxide biomaterials for bone
applications, highlighting their potential advantages and critical aspects deserving further research
in the future. Special focus is also given to the use of non-oxide ceramics in the manufacturing of the
acetabular cup, which is the most critical component of hip joint prostheses.
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1. Introduction

Although the outcomes of bone implants have been improved dramatically over the
last decades, failure is still highly present in the literature, especially in dental, hip or knee
replacement implants. Failure can be determined by a number of patient-, material- or
surgery-related issues, such as immune system rejection, inflammation, allergy, accidents,
surgical operation problems and complications, chemical corrosion or mechanical failure.
In over 60,000 publications about prostheses on the ISI Web of Knowledge database dating
from 1900 to 2019, about 9500, or approximately 15%, report failure of some kind, 26% of
which indicate failure caused by the material, which is about 4% of the total number of
publications [1]. Of course, these aggregate results over such a long period of time might
misrepresent the improvement seen in more recent times, and they do not account for how
different types of prostheses are more or less prone to failure. Nevertheless, such data
are still representative of the impact that material choice alone can have on the overall
success of prosthetics. Half of the studies are focused on hard tissues and joints, which are
structural components of the human body. Despite research efforts, the incidence of failure
caused by materials in hip prostheses-related publications is 5%, and jaw implants show
a much higher failure rate (13%), as they are geometrically complex and subject to cyclic
loading and varying liquid environments (Figure 1). Interestingly, knee implants are half as
likely to fail compared to their hip counterpart, while also being slightly more researched
(about 1600 versus 1300 publications). On the other hand, revision surgery data in more
recent studies show a 10% probability of revision surgery 15 years after THR. The revision
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rates increase to 30% at 20 years and further up to 40% at 35 years after initial surgery,
strongly suggesting the need for improvement [2]. While it has to be pointed out that
aggregate revision rates are dependent on many factors that are not only material-related,
long-term revisions are more often caused by aseptic loosening, metallosis, bearing wear
and other factors that are directly or indirectly connected with material choice [3]. SiC,
Si3N4 and diamond-like carbon have been used in plenty of applications, yet there is still
debate over what they can bring to bone implants in general and what they can do for the
acetabular cup in hip prostheses in particular. Bone implant applications of these materials
in the form of non-porous/porous products, as well as coatings and in bulk form, will
be discussed in the present review, with a focus on mechanical properties, tribology and
biocompatibility while also exploring some innovative manufacturing processes.

Figure 1. (A) Number of publications by bone implant type and absolute number that is related to
failure; (B) percentage of failure-related publications by implant type; (C) research volume of the four
most researched implants, by research type [1].

2. Evolution of Bone Implant Materials and Ceramics for Osseous Applications

A brief description of the evolution of materials used in bone prostheses might be
useful to understand where research is currently headed and why ceramic materials still
look promising. Although challenges in the field remain many, the progress achieved so
far should not be overlooked. While the whole topic of bone implants can be traced back
as early as 2000 B.C., only in the 20th century did an articulate approach to the matter
emerge, with a focus on biocompatiblity and corrosion resistance, in addition to mechanical
properties. In the 1900s, vanadium steel was invented for use in bone implants [4]; however,
vanadium steel alone did not prove to be sufficient in withstanding the corrosion brought
upon it by body fluids. In 1926, 316 AISI-SAE steel (18Cr-8Ni in ISO nomenclature) was first
implemented for bone implant applications, proving superior to vanadium steel in terms of
both strength and resistance to corrosion in vivo [5]. Later, in the 1950s, 316L stainless steel
was introduced, the “L” standing for low carbon content (0.03 wt% compared to 0.08 wt% in
standard 316 steel). The lower carbon content resulted in improved weldability and reduced
corrosion sensitization, the major cause of intergranular corrosion. In the 1940s, titanium
and its alloys were introduced into orthopaedic practice because of its good chemical
behaviour in contact with body fluids, as experience from aircraft applications in those
years showed remarkable seawater corrosion resistance. In vivo experiments confirmed
the outstanding corrosion resistance, stimulating more research and leading to titanium
being one of the most used biomaterials in bone prostheses. However, even with titanium,
metallic ions release might occur to some extent over time. During the 1950s, properties of
ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) inspired biomedical applications of
polymers due to its biocompatibility, lubrication, impact and abrasion resistance, making
it a great artificial substitute for cartilage [6]. In the 1960s, the first total hip replacement
(THR) operation was carried out by British orthopaedic surgeon Sir John Charnley, who
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removed the femoral head and replaced it using a stainless-steel ball and a high-density
PE (HDPE) socket inserted in the patient’s acetabulum [7]. This proved revolutionary in
the treatment of patients with arthritis, improving the quality of life of millions of people
over the years. Even so, considering the permanent nature of these implants, polymers
as a bearing surface raised some concerns because wear-derived PE particles tend to
accumulate in the body and may result in the so-called “particle disease” or other situations
where extra surgery is needed [8]. Also in the 1960s, another breakthrough in materials
for structural bone implants took place with the advent of alumina and zirconia. They
show great strength, hardness, resistance to corrosion and abrasion and, most importantly,
high biocompatibility and chemical inertness (as shown in Table 1), thus being chemically
stable in an oxidative environment such as the human body [9]. As a result, the use of
oxide-based crystalline materials as bearing surfaces promises less contact surface wear,
and hence less wear particles, and more biocompatibility. Nonetheless, like all ceramic
materials, alumina is a brittle material exhibiting catastrophic failure, and experience in the
field has raised concerns about that eventuality [10]. However, the properties of ceramic
materials were simply too desirable to give up development on such implants. Adding
zirconia into alumina, effectively creating a composite with increased fracture toughness
and slower crack propagation, addressed the issue, but only to a limited extent. In recent
times, however, other ceramic materials came to light, namely non-oxide ceramics, offering
improved fracture toughness and strength (Table 2). Silicon nitride, silicon carbide and
diamond-like carbon have been researched extensively in biomedical applications in the last
few decades, with very promising results. Looking at the goals of ceramic implants for bone-
contact applications, they are mainly addressed to (i) load-bearing structural functions, such
as joint prostheses, and (ii) bone regeneration (filling and repair small orthopaedic/dental
defects). The materials reviewed in this article typically belong to the former class and
are usually fabricated as ideally pore-free products to ensure high mechanical properties
(Table 2). The second class mainly encompasses oxide-based ceramics, both crystalline
(e.g., hydroxyapatite) and amorphous (bioactive glasses), provided with inherent bone-
bonding and osteo-stimulatory properties (see also Table 1). Such bioactive ceramics may be
used in combination with other stronger materials, e.g., in the form of coatings on metallic
implants [11] or as self-standing porous templates (scaffolds) allowing tissue regeneration in
3D [12]. Over the years, scientists have established a set of basic requirements that a scaffold
for bone tissue engineering should ideally have, including total porosity above 50 vol.%,
open-pore architecture, most macropores within 100–500 µm, high interconnectivity of
pores, mechanical properties comparable to those of cancellous bone, degradation rate in
the body matching the kinetics of bone ingrowth and relatively easy machineability [13].
Of course, a certain overlap may exist between the classes (i) and (ii) mentioned above;
thus, some non-bioactive ceramics are produced in the form of strong, porous scaffolds
allowing passive bone ingrowth.

Table 1. Major properties of oxide-based bioceramics (non-porous bulk) for medical applications
(data from [14,15]).

Materials
Elastic

Modulus
[GPa]

Tensile
Strength

[MPa]

Compressive
Strength

[MPa]

Fracture
Toughness
[MPa · m

1
2 ]

Biological
Behaviour

Alumina 400–450 250–300 2000–3000 4–5 inert

Zirconia 210 700 2000 8 inert

Hydroxyapatite 100 40 400 1
bioactive
(osteocon-
ductive)

45S5
Bioglass 35 45 500 0.5–1 bioactive (os-

teoinductive)
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Table 2. Properties of silicon nitride and silicon carbide compared to other materials used in biomedi-
cal structural applications and cortical bone (data from [15,16]).

Materials Density
[kg/m3]

Elastic
Modulus

[GPa]

Tensile
Strength

[MPa]

Compressive
Strength

[MPa]

Flexural
Strength

[MPa]

Fracture
Toughness

[MPa ·
m

1
2 ]

Si3N4 3150–3260 300–320 350–400 2500–3000 800–1100 8–11

SiC 3050 420 - 3900 280–428 4.6

Al2O3 3986 400–450 250–300 2000–3000 300–500 4–5

ZTA 4370 350 - 4300 1000 5.7

CoCr 8500 210–250 - 600–1800 - 50–100

PEEK 1290 4.2 100–110 130–140 160–180 -

Ti-alloy 4430 105–115 920–980 950–990 - 75

Bone 1900 8–12 50–130 130–190 - 1.7–5

3. Design and Challenges Associated with the Acetabular Cup

Over 1 million hip and knee replacement surgeries are carried out every year in the
United States alone, and more than 7 million people are living with these implants. OECD
(Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) countries showed an increase
of 22% in hip replacement rates between 2009 and 2019 [17]. Total hip replacement (THR)
is used to treat patients with severe arthritis, which more frequently strikes the elderly.
The ageing population in developed countries is going to increase demand even further,
challenging the industry on both the availability and reliability of implants. However,
younger people also undergo THR, creating a need for long-lasting implants, while at
the same time, younger people tend to be more physically active, making the design
objectives more ambitious. Although hip prostheses are widely researched implants,
their design and material choice is still challenging, as emphasized, for example, in a
critical review by Pezzotti and Yamamoto [18]. As previously discussed, various ceramic
and metallic biomaterials are used today for THR, with the former typically offering the
best biocompatibility and anti-wear properties and the latter providing higher fracture
toughness [19].

The main components of a hip implant are the femur head and the acetabular cup
(Figure 2A), which typically consists of either a ceramic or a polymeric liner housed in
the so-called “metal back”, which is fixed to the patient’s pelvic bone [20,21]. While a
“sandwich” design with a polymer layer between ceramic liner and acetabular cup has been
tried, research on it has been discouraged by lower than average survival rates [22]. An
all-ceramic acetabular cup, on the other hand, allows for a simpler monoblock design [23].
The prosthetic femur head is inserted into the femur bone after removal of the surgically
resected original head: the femur stem holds a ball on top of it which is part of the ball and
socket coupling that constitutes the prosthetic hip joint. The acetabular cup is the socket,
and it is inserted in the pelvic bone. Joining the cup to the bone can be accomplished in
many ways: however, the modern design of hip prostheses favours cementless acetabular
cups, with a porous outer surface optimized for osseointegration [23]. The main issues
are bone resorption, especially near the acetabular cup (Figure 2B,C), and loosening of the
mechanical joint. High biocompatibility and cytocompatibility are needed to avoid bone
resorption: this is regulated by wear particle release and the nature of debris, as well as the
chemistry of materials and the stability and surface morphology of the implant. On the
other hand, certain mechanical properties are also needed in order to obtain the longest
possible lifespan and minimum particle release. In this regard, high wear resistance is
very important, as is hardness, a low wear rate, good flexural strength and high fracture
toughness. These properties are all exhibited by ceramic materials that are also very stable
from a chemical viewpoint. However, not all ceramics exhibit the same performance.
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For example, instability in the structure of zirconia under high stress and high humidity
(tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation) makes its fate unpredictable for long-term
applications [24]. This is the reason why pure zirconia implants were withdrawn from the
market and replaced by stabilized zirconia or alumina/zirconia composites (tradenamed
as “Biolox delta”) [25]. Alumina is still commercially available (tradenamed as “Biolox
forte”), but its fracture toughness has proven insufficient under certain circumstances
with the remote possibility of catastrophic failure, thus discouraging doctors from more
widespread adoption and favouring “Biolox delta” instead. A recent study also highlighted
that fracture in modern ceramic liners (“Biolox forte” and “Biolox delta”) is mainly due
to surgical errors/malpositioning rather than to inherent defects of the materials, which
should virtually be nonexistent in certified commercial products [26].

Figure 2. (A) Main components of a hip prosthesis, (B) displacement of the acetabular cup due to
bone resorption, (C) same implant as picture (B) but shown at the moment of installation [1].

4. Silicon Carbide
4.1. Major Properties and Production Methods

Silicon carbide (SiC) is an advanced ceramic material discovered in the late 19th
century by American inventor Edward G. Acheson, who was attempting to produce
synthetic diamonds. Silicon carbide exhibits very interesting mechanical (see Table 2),
electrical and electronic properties [27]. It possesses a wide band gap that makes it highly
sought after for microelectronics and power electronics applications; good tensile strength
even at high temperatures; decent fracture toughness under both static and dynamic
conditions, which made it a popular choice for armour protection; good wear resistance; and
high hardness, making it a recurrent choice in industrial tooling and abrasive application
soon after its discovery. SiC is a polymorphic material and more than 250 polytypes have
been found. While the planar disposition of atoms remains the same, the way different plans
stack together can create a number of different microstructures, with the most researched
being α-SiC and β-SiC. While a number of α structures have been designated, only one β
structure exists, with a cubic layout often referred to as 3C-SiC. While monocrystalline SiC
is the most relevant to electronics, polycrystalline and amorphous SiC are also studied for
their mechanical properties [28].

Rarity in nature and high demand for many high-tech applications make for difficult
procurement of raw materials, with price and availability often discouraging implementa-
tion. SiC is typically synthesized via the Acheson process, which was introduced in 1893.
A mixture of silica and coal is heated in a furnace up to temperatures as high as 2480 ◦C
and then gradually lowered. A few subreactions yield a combination of SiO2 and coke
to create SiC and carbon monoxide [29].The Acheson process does not really give much
control over crystal growth and impurities. Thus, in 1955, the Lely growth method was
introduced, which allowed for higher quality and higher purities, making way for further
improvements and applications in electronics. The Acheson process still remains, at the
moment, the most widespread way to produce silicon carbide for industrial applications,
while evolutions of the Lely method dominate the electronics sector, where high purity,
single crystals and precise crystal structures are needed. Other more ”sustainable” but
less common approaches for SiC production rely on the recycling of silicon slurry from
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the semiconductor industry [30,31] or rice husk from the agricultural sector [32]. Silicon
carbide is a brittle material for which machining is problematic and, like other ceramics,
it is usually made into the final product via sintering or hot pressing for most industrial
applications [27].

4.2. Biomedical Applications

Silicon carbide has also proven to be a highly biocompatible material, thus making
it—together with its attractive physico-mechanical properties—very appealing in many
biomedical applications. SiC has been studied for use in bone implants, hip implants, dental
implants and cardiovascular stents, both as a structural component and as an adherent
coating to reduce the release of potentially toxic metal ions. SiC composites also show
interesting properties and will be discussed.

4.2.1. Porous Silicon Carbide for Bone Implant Applications

In the context of bone-contact applications, a special mention should be addressed to
wood-derived porous SiC. Wood is a natural composite material, made up of a cellulose–
hemicellulose matrix and a lignin-strengthening phase mixed within it [33]. The microstruc-
ture of wood looks similar to that of human bone tissue, and this inspired research for
biomorphic silicon carbide, a porous material that manages to keep the microstructure of
wood but swaps out wood itself for silicon carbide. This is accomplished via the silicon
infiltration method: wood must be first dried and then pyrolyzed in argon in order to set
up the carbon matrix, and after these early stages, silicon is infiltrated with or without any
pressure applied. Properties of the end product depend on the porosity, which in turn is
strictly dictated by the type of wood used [34] (as shown in Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3. Optical micrograph of biomorphic Silicon Carbide made from maple wood (black = pores,
white = Si, grey = SiC) [35].

Porosity directly affects the Young’s modulus of a material; hence, increase porosity
allows modulation to better simulate the elasticity of human bone tissue, with cortical bone
having an average Young’s modulus between 10 and 20 GPa and cancellous bone having
an average Young’s modulus in the range of 0.05 to 0.5 GPa [36]. This is important in order
to reduce stress shielding, where the implant takes away stress from the living bone tissue,
thus taking away the stimulus for the body to strengthen the latter, and eventually leading
to weakening of the tissue in contact with the implant. Tensile and compression strengths,
as well as fracture toughness, also diminish with increasing porosity.

Samples of SiC produced from mahogany and maple exhibit average flexural strengths
(ASTM C 1161) of 144 and 344 MPa, average moduli of elasticity of 178 and 250 GPa and
bulk densities of 2000 and 2270 kg/m3 (ca 62% and 70% of theoretical density of SiC),
respectively. The fracture toughness, as measured by the Chevron notch method (ASTM C
1421), which typically brings lower values as compared to other methods, is 2.6 MPa ·m 1

2

for maple and 2 MPa · m 1
2 for mahogany [35]. These values, although far inferior to metals,
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are similar to those of Al2O3, while their density is closer to human bone density, which is
around 1900 kg/m3 [37], compared to the 4500 kg/m3 of titanium.

Figure 4. Optical micrographs of biomorphic silicon carbide made from mahogany wood (black = pores,
white = Si, grey = SiC) [35].

Porous SiC can also be manufactured through more traditional and well-established
sintering methods; in this case, however, a certain amount of sintering aid must be added
to ceramic powders. Magnesium oxide has been researched for this application: specifically,
a 3%wt. addition of MgO to SiC powder sintered at 1350 ◦C in open air resulted in a 24%
porosity. Mechanical properties consist of a 80 GPa Young’s modulus, a flexural strength
of 180 MPa and a 3 MPa ·m 1

2 fracture toughness, as measured by the Vickers indentation
test [38]. However, in this particular case, it has been observed that the pores were too small
to allow for vascularization; hence, more research is needed to improve this aspect, and the
possibilities offered by wood-based SiC are becoming more interesting, both in terms of
pore size and fabrication. Traditional sintering and hot pressing present limitations in the
shape of the final product, because a mould is used. Biomorphic SiC, on the other hand,
can be shaped before the wood is turned into SiC.

The biocompatibility of SiC is given not only by its chemical stability, abrasion resis-
tance and low wear rates, but there is also evidence regarding the positive effects of Si
ions on aspects such as bone growth [39,40]. Although the ion release of both vacuum
sintered SiC and SiC-Mg has been measured to be higher in vitro compared with Ti6Al4V ,
it should be considered that with a porous material, the reacting surface of the ceramics
was larger [38]. While SiC does cause immune response in vitro [41], it has been proven
that it does not inhibit osteoblast and fibroblast activity, but it does not increase it either.
In order to improve cell stimulation, silicon carbide can be coated with hydroxyapatite, a
bioceramic known for its osteoconductive properties [42] (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Fibroblasts highlighted in fluorescent images; cellular actin is in green and nuclei are in
blue [42].
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4.2.2. Silicon Carbide Thin Films

SiC can also be used to provide a biocompatible and protective coating to bone
implant surfaces and bearing surfaces in particular to improve the life and safety of the
device (Figure 6). This can be obtained mainly via chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and
magnetron sputtering. Thin films are also used in the electronics field, and different crystal
structures can be obtained with high precision, for example, by regulating the substrate
temperature in the CVD process. However, amorphous silicon carbide (a-SiC) is the main
crystal structure of interest for biomedical applications. Interestingly, this type of coating
has already seen commercial clinical use through the German firm Biotronik Gmbh, used in
cardiac stents under the trade name Rithron-XR™. Orthopedic applications might follow in
the future. Microindentation on LPCVD SiC thin films shows a fracture toughness between
2.8 and 3.4 MPa · m 1

2 , with little dependence on crystal structure [43]. Thin films can be
made in different thicknesses, the thinnest being made with Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD),
allowing for the production of SiC coatings free of defects with thicknesses of 30–100 nm
and an average roughness of 1 nm [44]. Simulations made using molecular dynamics
and Tersoff potential predict that the mechanical properties of 3C-SiC thin films above
10 nm in thickness converge with those of the bulk material [45]. At this scale, it has been
observed that in response to relatively shallow indentation (105–208 nm), 3C-SiC goes
through ductile deformation, changing its structure to a-SiC [46], which is an interesting
property for tribological applications.

Figure 6. (a) Silicon carbide-coated titanium screw for biomedical applications, at different magnifi-
cation to observe surface morphology (b–d) [27].

5. Silicon Nitride
5.1. Major Properties and Production Methods

Silicon nitride is an advanced ceramic material with properties that make it highly
sought after in many different fields, from electronics to biomedical applications, gas
turbines and sensors. Its strong covalent bonds give it high tensile and compressive
strength, as well as hardness and wear resistance (see Table 2). Silicon nitride forms two
hexagonal structures designed as α and β (Figure 7), and a third cubic one named γ which
only occurs at high pressures and has no relevance for the topic reviewed. While covalent
bonds dominate the long-distance order of Si3N4, an amorphous structure can be observed
at the grain boundaries. The transformation of one structure to the other requires either
solution–precipitation or an evaporation–condensation mass transport path. Therefore,
even controlling the powder production process has a substantial impact on the final
product’s properties.
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Figure 7. The α and β structures of silicon nitride [47].

Developed in 1859 by Deville and Wohler, Si3N4 did not gain widespread interest
until the industrial process of reaction bonding was introduced commercially in the 1950s
in the UK. Silicon powder was consolidated and nitrided between 1250 and 1300 ◦C: the
result was a porous bulk silicon nitride or, via the same process, the Si3N4 “cake” could be
milled to obtain a fine powder (around 85% Si3N4). Different cations tend to stabilize one
structure or the other. Specifically, it has been found that iron (among other large cations),
a common contaminant in commercial Si powders, promotes the growth of α-Si3N4, while
β-Si3N4 is stabilized via the substitution of Si by Be or Al and O for N in solid solution
phases. A large fraction (90%) of α structure is required to make strong SiN ceramics [48].

In the 1980s, Ube Industries introduced another type of silicon nitride powder, pro-
duced starting from SiCl4 and NH4 following the reaction:

SiCl4 + NH4 −→ Si(NH)2 + NH3Cl

Silicon diimide is then pyrolized to Si3N4 at 1000 ◦C and heat-treated in nitrogen
to produce α-Si3N4 (>95% of the powder). The major advantage is that SiCl4 is a widely
available, low-cost byproduct of silica ore processing [49].

Polycrystalline silicon nitride can easily achieve high fracture toughness values up to
11 MPa · m 1

2 (Table 2) due to a “beaver dam” microstructure, where single crystal whiskers
are present, contrary to the equiaxial grain structure typical of most ceramic materials.
Longer whiskers obstruct and deviate crack growth, allowing the material to tolerate more
stress before reaching failure. Growth of this ‘fibrous’ microstructure can be facilitated
by introducing β-Si3N4 whiskers in the silicon nitride powder before heat treatment. The
powder must also contain over 75% α-Si3N4 [50].

Silicon nitride produced via sintering has excellent mechanical properties; however, it
is extremely difficult to be made into complex shapes. This is a limiting factor for biomedical
applications, and the difficulty of machining ceramic materials adds to the problem. The
additive manufacturing (AM) of ceramics is being researched to expand the scope of silicon
nitride applications. Several AM processes have been developed for silicon nitride, some
of the most relevant being robocasting, selective laser sintering (SLS), stereolithography
and binder 3D jet printing [51]. The last three AM technologies are mostly used to process
non-oxide ceramics outside of the biomedical sector and, therefore, are not discussed
in the present review. The optical properties of silicon nitride make direct SLS difficult;
however, adding cold isostatic pressing (CIP) to the manufacturing process has shown
improved mechanical properties [52], and SLS was successfully implemented to fabricate a
biomedical-grade silicon nitride coating over titanium in one study [53]. Other processes
such as a stereolithography apparatus (SLA), direct light processing (DLP), laser-induced
slip (LIS) and laminated object manufacturing (LOM) have been tested, notably with the
addition of Al2O3 in SLA [54], SiAlON/SiO2 in DLP [55,56], SiC in binder jet (BJ) [57] to
create ceramic composites and binder in the case of LOM to glue together the layers. The
problem with these and other AM technologies is that while mechanical properties and the
eventual presence of defects have been evaluated, biocompatibility has not. Although some
of these processes have the potential to be used, in the future, to fabricate biomedical-grade
components, more research with regards to biological properties is required.
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5.2. Biomedical Applications
5.2.1. Robocasting of Silicon Nitride and Bone Scaffold Applications

Robocasting of Si3N4 has been researched for application in the biomedical field, with
a focus on bone scaffold applications in which precise shaping and porosity are important
requirements. Robocasting can be considered a variant of direct ink writing (DIW), with
relatively higher solid loading ceramic ink.

It starts from a ceramic slurry, gel, paste or slip, which is extruded through a nozzle
forming individual layers [58]. As a result, the final product is built up layerwise. Many
studies have pointed out that high-density, defect-free components could be produced in this
way while allowing for complex shapes. Sainz et al. [59] managed to produce highly porous
Si3N4 structures for bone scaffold applications via a slurry printing process, using different
sintering aids (alumina, silica and yttrium oxide) and a fraction of polymeric additive to
give the necessary pseudoplastic behaviour. Printed structures were then sintered in a N2
atmosphere or via spark plasma sintering. A value of 95% compared to theoretical density
was reached, and shrinkage between 18 and 24% was registered; however, the latter might
be predicted and compensated for during CAD design. Scaffolds had a flexural strength
of 89 MPa and sufficient bioactivity. Alternatively, starting from an aqueous silicon nitride
paste and forming different shapes with robocasting, followed by densification via sintering
or hot isostatic pressing, has been shown to be suitable for producing an almost fully dense
Si3N4 phase with a fibrous microstructure. Four-point bending tests showed a flexural
strength of 552 MPa on average [60]. The dispersion of ceramic powders was improved
by the addition of a cationic dispersant, as alumina and yttrium oxide sintering aids have
negative charges on their surfaces. High- and low-molecular weight polyethylimine (PEI)
was added to improve solid loading and viscosity during printing. Hydroxypropylmethyl
cellulose (HPMC) was added as a viscosifying agent to make the slurry stronger. The
biocompatibility of Si3N4 produced by robocasting has also been assessed [59]. Decreased
concentrations of calcium and phosphate ions have been observed concurrently to the
precipitation of hydroxyapatite upon immersion in simulated body fluids (SBF). Adsorption
of albumin has been observed to happen almost instantly (less than 5 s) and the formation
of a bovine serum albumin (BSA) molecule layer took around 300 s.

These properties are very valuable in bone scaffold applications, where compressive
strength, as well as high porosity and biocompatibility, are needed. Scaffolds are used to
aid bone tissue growth [61], such as in the case of spinal disc implants, often used to fuse
together vertebrae in operations such as anterior cervical discectomy. A study compared
PEEK, which has seen wide application and set the standard, with silicon nitride implants,
both filled with autografts. Patients treated with silicon nitride and PEEK showed equal
recovery, and no significant differences in clinical outcome have been observed up to
24 months. Spinal spacers are currently manufactured by CTL Amedica and available
commercially under the trademark name Valeo C+CsC™. The fabrication process is not
available to the public, but the manufacturer describes it as a composite made up of a porous
core for osseoconduction and a dense outer part with structural capabilities (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Valeo C+CsC™silicon nitride spinal implant manufactured by CTL Amedica [47].
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5.2.2. Silicon Nitride for Biomedical Bearing Applications

Silicon nitride has seen use as a material for bearings, especially in harsh conditions
such as rings and rolling surfaces at temperatures up to 1000 ◦C. It therefore appears
logical that it could work as a bearing surface in bone implants such as hip prostheses,
an apparently less demanding task. Studies have also been carried out to evaluate its use
in less invasive implants such as hip resurfacing, where the femur head is not cut and
replaced, but, as the name suggests, it only becomes resurfaced. Stress distributions in
Si3N4-coated femurs have been found to replicate those of healthy bone well [62]. Silicon
nitride, and particularly Al2O3-Y2O3 and in situ-toughened Si3N4, has been shown to have
great stability in an environment similar to that of the human body, as found by testing after
samples that have been kept in an autoclave (a common simulation for in vivo testing) for
100 h without any observable phase changes and unaltered flexural strength [63]. Friction
coefficients measured for silicon nitride–silicon nitride couplings range widely from values
as low as 0.002 to others as high as 0.8 [64]. This can be explained by the nature of wear
mechanisms in silicon nitride, which is not only a mechanical wear process, such as what is
seen in oxide ceramics, but also a tribochemical wear process. In this regard, the following
reactions have been observed [65]:

Si3 N4 + 6H2O −→ 3SiO2 + 4NH3
SiO2 + H2O −→ Si(OH)4

According to research, the tribochemical process is dominant at lower loads, higher
speeds and during continuous motion. Low friction is measured in these conditions, caused
by the smooth surfaces and a colloidal boundary film between components. Vice versa,
the mechanical wear process is dominant at high loads, low speeds and stop–start motion,
causing more friction between parts. It has been concluded that there is a minimum sliding
velocity and a minimum dwell time that allow for tribochemical polishing, thus defining
the interval of operation where minimal friction is measured [66].

Biocompatibility has been evaluated both in vitro and in vivo with successful results.
L929 mice fibroblasts in contact with silicon nitride have been documented to have cell
growth, viability and morphology comparable to those of titanium [67]. Even industrial-
grade silicon nitride has shown favourable biocompatibility using the same L929 cell
cultures compared with currently used titanium and alumina [68]. In vitro experiments
claim good cytocompatibility using human osteoblast-like MG63 cells [69]. The in vivo
behaviour of silicon nitride has also been assessed, using ad hoc hip prostheses implanted
in pigs [70]. It was observed that 4 weeks after implantation, the tissues were engaging
closely with the bone tissue, and 26 weeks after implantation, healthy, newly formed bone
could be observed. Furthermore, CT scans confirmed healthy positioning and no foreign
body reaction. It should be observed that adverse reactions with hip implants are usually
detected over the course of a much longer period; however, it is reasonable that animal
testing cannot be carried on for 20 or 30 years, which may be the timescale of prosthesis
implanted in humans.

6. Diamond-like Carbon
6.1. Major Properties and Production Methods

Diamond-like carbon comprises a vast class of amorphous carbon materials, some
containing over 50 at.% hydrogen (a-C:H) while others only contain as little as 1% hydrogen
(a-C). DLC films are characterized by sp3-type C bonds that give these materials physical
and mechanical properties similar to those of diamond. The a-C:H films are usually made
up of a less than 50% sp3-hybridized carbon fraction, while a-C films typically contain
85% or more sp3 bonds. The term ”DLC” is more specifically used in reference to the
hydrogenated form of diamond-like carbon (a-C:H). Non-hydrogenated carbon (a-C), on
the other hand, is referred to as ”taC” (tetrahedral carbon). DLC and taC are thermody-
namically metastable materials and have to be prepared under ion bombardment of the
growing films [71]. These films were first introduced in 1971 by Aisenberg and Chabot [72].
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Currently, DLC can be deemed mature technology, while taC and its applications are still
being explored and researched. Both these materials are produced by means of plasma-
enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) or physical vapour deposition (magnetron
sputtering or ion beams); however, other processes such as plasma source ion implantation
(PSII) are also available. DLC coatings have already been used in industrial tools and in the
famous Gillette MACH3 shaving product [73].

The production process of DLC has to occur in hydrogen-rich environments with
a fraction of hydrogen between 10 and 50%. The substrate bias (i.e., electrical potential)
controls the deposition rate and the structure of the material, and a negative bias is required
as the grounded substrate has been shown to produce polymers. The superhard properties
of taC films are achieved by the high energy of the particles forming the film. It is assumed
that taC films grow by subplantation, while DLC usually grows by condensation.

The properties of DLC and taC are owed to their sp3- and sp2-hybridized bonds and
their respective fractions (Figure 9). Angus and Jansen [74] have formulated a model to
describe the structure of hydrogenated DLC, describing it as a covalent, fully constrained
network model. According to their model, DLC’s structure may be represented as a 3D
array of mostly six-numbered rings, able to contain a fraction of the bound hydrogen in the
range of 17–61 at.%. Hydrogen contributes to the carbon’s diamond-like properties as it
passivates dangling bonds in the amorphous structure and determines the film structure
itself. Robertson [75] modelled the broader structure of DLC as a random network of
covalently bonded atoms with a substantial medium range order at the nanometre scale.
Other elements may be added in small concentrations to improve DLC’s properties, with
most modifications being performed in order to relieve the compressive stresses (via the
incorporation of N, Si or metals) or to reduce surface energy and lower friction coefficient
(F or Si-O incorporation).

DLC films can offer high hardness and high elastic modulus, but they also suffer
from high internal stresses. The fraction of sp3 C determines these mechanical properties,
as well as the hybridization type that characterizes diamond. The hardness of DLC can
range between 10 and 30 GPa, with a corresponding Young’s modulus 6–10 times higher.
However, the film structure is tensed up by an internal compressive stress of 0.5–7 GPa.
Stresses may be reduced with the addition of N, Si, O or metals, but this is also detrimental
to hardness and elastic modulus. The hardness and Young’s modulus of taC films are
markedly higher at 40–80 GPa and up to 900 GPa, respectively. However, higher internal
stresses follow, measuring values of up to 13 GPa. To lower internal stresses, metals
can be added or a high hardness layer can be combined with softer ones to create a
multilayered structure.

Figure 9. Schematization of carbon materials based on sp3, sp2 and hydrogen fractions [71].
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Wear in DLC coatings occurs in the form of both abrasive wear and polishing wear,
and researchers divide the process in four stages [76] (Figure 10). At first, asperities from
the coating penetrate into the other contact surface because of pressure, and plastic flow
of material around the coating occurs. In the second stage, the plugging of the counter
surface causes abrasive wear, and an increase in carbon diffusion weakens bonds in coating
asperities. The third stage involves increasing carbon diffusion, which results in micro-
cleavage and polishing wear. Therefore, friction coefficient and roughness decrease. In
the last stage, the friction coefficient is stabilized, following a strengthening of the counter
surface and an increased smoothness of the coated surface. This process can be observed
to a different extent for taC, although the wear resistance is generally higher for taC, with
the counter surface wear also being higher [77] (Figure 11). Wear and fatigue have been
proven to cause rehybridization in DLC and taC; this undesirable process causes sp3 C to
turn into sp2 bonds, with the consequent formation of graphite on the wear surface [78].
On the other hand, graphitization is greatly reduced in highly humid environments, such
as the human body [79].

Figure 10. Representation of the different stages of wear in DLC materials [76].

Figure 11. Wear rates of pin and disc in pin on disc friction test performed on a−C and a−C:H [77].
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6.2. DLC for Biomedical Bearing Applications

DLC coatings have been successfully implemented to reduce friction in many applica-
tions; a popular example is its use in piston rings. Biomedical bearing applications require
low friction and low wear rates to maximize the life of components and minimize adverse
reactions in the body. DLC and taC coatings have been experimented with for a hip prosthe-
sis application, where the femoral head was coated with DLC and taC. Microdimples were
present on the contact surface as they have been successfully implemented in other applica-
tions to improve lubrication, specifically by creating a vortex in the microdimple, which
improves hydrostatic pressure. Microdimples have been found to collect wear particles,
thus slowing particle release, but also to reduce the overall hardness of the contact surface.
The possible fluid movements that could transport wear particles out of the microdimples
in this application are not yet fully documented. The results of the study show that both
DLC and taC have a lower friction than stainless steel either with or without microdimples.
While dimples very negligibly affected taC’s friction coefficient (0.119 vs. 0.121), in DLC,
microdimples resulted in a higher friction coefficient (0.107) than without the dimples
(0.084), with a-C:H being the absolute lowest measured in terms of friction (Figure 12). The
tribological properties were evaluated using a bovine serum solution at a temperature of
37 ◦C with a pendulum hip joint simulator to mimic a walking motion using a load of
1760 N, considered three times higher than the normal load on the joint [80].

Figure 12. Friction coefficients of dimpled and non dimpled a−C, a−C:H and stainless steel [80].

The biocompatibility of DLC coatings on a porous titanium substrate has been evalu-
ated in vivo using a DLC coating and nitrogen-containing carbon (CN0.25). When consid-
ering the newly formed tissue after 4 weeks, samples with a coating showed a markedly
stronger tissue in terms of relative (to native bone) bonding tensile strength. The same
observation could be made after 16 weeks. While the relative bonding tensile strength
at 52 weeks was equal for both coated and non-coated porous titanium, the DLC-coated
titanium still had the highest fraction of mature neogenic tissue [81]. Moreover, another
study found that DLC materials with a higher fraction of sp3 are more biocompatible than
those with a lower one. In both cases, however, a lower IL-6 cytokine response has been
documented compared to a CoCrMo alloy, which was associated with an overall enhanced
biocompatibility [82].

It has to be noted, however, that one clinical study with DLC-coated titanium femur
heads has been carried out, showing a lower survival rate of implants after 8.5 years
(55%) compared to Al2O3 when coupled with polyethylene. Surfaces of 19 retrieved DLC-
coated heads showed signs of pitting on the diamond-carbon layers. SEM revealed the
delamination of the carbon layer which caused excessive PE debris [83]. Therefore, new
designs should be evaluated carefully; one major flaw that can be observed in this clinical
application is the use of PE for the acetabular cup as DLC hardness and wear mechanisms
might be better suited for harder metallic or ceramic materials.
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7. Composites

Biomedical applications have a stringent set of requirements, and despite their out-
standing properties, Si3N4 and SiC can be further optimized for this field in the form of
composites. When these non-oxide ceramics are combined with other ceramics, the result-
ing composites can exhibit enhanced toughness or wear resistance. Polymer-infiltrated
composites, on the other hand, can deliver very good mechanical properties with a lower
elastic modulus to reduce stress shielding and improve implant longevity. DLC is mainly
used for thin films; therefore, it will not be discussed in this section. However, its properties
can be fine-tuned by way of doping, which has been mentioned in the previous section.

7.1. C/SiC Composites

Silicon carbide can be combined with other ceramics to create ceramic matrix compos-
ites, with improved properties for a number of applications. One interesting example is
carbon fibre-reinforced SiC or C/SiC (Figure 13). Carbon fibres posses high tensile strength
and a lower elastic modulus (compared with SiC) and also improve damage tolerance,
making for an interesting combination for biomedical load-bearing applications. More-
over, the widespread use in the automotive sector has underlined the stable and low wear
rate of the material. There are several C/SiC composites; however, not all of them are
biocompatible and suitable for bone applications: this is primarily dependent on material
composition [84]. One promising biomedical grade C/SiC composite has a fraction of
35% carbon fibre, 2–5% silicon, 55% SiC and 2–5% remaining carbon. Silicon and carbon
are usually left after the silicon infiltration process used for production. Flexural strength
has been detected to be 180 MPa with a Young’s modulus between 120 and 150 GPa; in
addition, the density has been measured to be between 2500 and 3000 kg/m3. Another
important detail is the low porosity around 1–3%. The friction coefficient, measured with
a ceramic Al2O3 head, was reported to be 0.31 in dry conditions and 0.27 in calf serum.
While these values are relatively high for tribological applications, they are compensated
by wear resistance in ceramic on ceramic applications. It shall be noted that measurement
was taken under higher pressure than usual at the contact interface [85].

Figure 13. White light interferometric image of C/SiC; Pale grey = silicon; Dark grey = silicon carbide;
Black = carbon fibres or pores [85].

In vitro biocompatibility test revealed the good viability of bone cells cultured on
the material surface. Specifically, MG63 cells and primary osteoblasts were monitored for
21 days, and no morphologic aberrations were observed, while good adhesion and an
increased number of cells per unit of surface area was found [85] (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Cytotoxicity of C/SiC composite in terms of live and dead cells after 3, 7, 14 and 21 days
of culture, * p < 0.05 [85].

7.2. Polymer-Infiltrated Silicon Nitride Composites

The main issue with silicon nitride bone implants is the high elastic modulus, which is
one order of magnitude higher than that of human bone, thereby raising concerns for stress
shielding. Porous materials have a lower Young’s modulus, which is nonetheless still too
high. An alternative route might be to create composites with low elastic modulus materials
such as polymers, assuming that the component does not work as a bearing surface and
the polymer material does not release too many wear particles. Such an experiment on
polymer-infiltrated silicon nitride composites (PISNC) has been carried out for dental
applications [86]. Silicon nitride was produced by gelcasting, coated with bonding agents
and eventually infiltrated with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) (Figure 15), which was
later cured in situ.

Figure 15. Process of silicon nitride matrix infiltration [86].

Ceramic solid contents of 50, 55 and 60 wt.%(PSN50, PSN55, PSN60) were tested and
performed consistently better than the porous silicon nitride matrix alone. Higher solid
content samples showed higher moduli of elasticity and flexural strengths, as could be
expected (Figure 16), measuring an average of 56.1 GPa and 385.3 MPa, respectively. Lower
average values of 52.1 GPa and 273 MPa were measured for the 50 wt.% samples, showing
good balance between high flexural strength and a Young’s modulus similar to that of
cortical bone [87].

Biocompatibility was also examined with human gingival fibroblasts (HGF) and IL-6
cytokine release was assessed to evaluate cytocompatibility and inflammatory response.
HGF cultures were observed at 1.4 and 24 h with an SEM microscope to evaluate adhesion
to the surface compared to silicon nitride and PMMA. PSN60 showed a similar level of
adhesion to Si3N4. Cell proliferation was evaluated with alamar blue fluorescence, showing
a consistent increase in intensity and therefore number of live cells. Cytokine release levels
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have been seen to be in line with medical PMMA (Figure 17). A similar approach (polymer
infiltration) was also recently proposed to modulate the properties of alumina preforms for
dental applications with promising results [88].

Figure 16. SN60 compared with other materials, silicon nitride and zirconia reinforced composites
showing markedly superior flexural strength [86].

Figure 17. IL-6 cytokine response related to culture time on PMMA, silicon nitride and polymer-
infiltrated silicon nitride composites, *** p < 0.001 [86].

7.3. Alumina-SiC

SiC was introduced as a reinforcing phase into matrices of alumina in an effort to
obtain nanocomposites with superior mechanical properties as compared to the basic
ceramic. As regards the former case, for example, the hardness and elastic modulus of
Al2O3/5 vol% SiC nanocomposite were found to be 17.5 GPa and 405 GPa, respectively,
which were slightly higher than the hardness (17 GPa) and elastic modulus (400 GPa) of
pure alumina [89]. On the contrary, the results assessed for the fracture strength and fracture
toughness of Al2O3/SiC nanocomposites, although generally showing some benefits, are
controversial. In a study performed by Niihara and Nakahira [90], the fracture strength
and fracture toughness of an Al2O3/5 vol% SiC nanocomposite were reported to be 1 GPa
and 4.7 MPa · m 1

2 , respectively, which revealed a significant improvement compared to
the values of 400 MPa and 3 MPa ·m 1

2 of pure alumina. However, other researchers have
reported a significantly lower increment in fracture toughness (up to 20%) along with more
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important increases in the fracture strength (up to 80%) for the same nanocomposites [91].
Perhaps the most interesting advantage of incorporating SiC nanoparticles into an alumina
matrix is the increase in wear resistance, which is indeed a key added value for load-
bearing applications of medical prostheses. In this regard, it has been clearly shown that the
abrasion rate of Al2O3 can be greatly reduced through the addition of SiC nano-inclusions.
In a wide set of wet erosion experiments where an aqueous slurry of Al2O3 particles was
used, the wear rate of Al2O3/SiC nanocomposites was found to be half that of pure Al2O3
with an analogous grain size [92–95]. Rodriguez et al. [96] also reported that, under dry
sliding conditions, the wear rate of pure Al2O3 was significantly higher (from three to five
times) than that of Al2O3/SiC nanocomposites with analogous Al2O3 grain size (2–3 µm).
The same study also highlighted the role played by grain size: in fact, the wear rate of
an Al2O3/5 vol% SiC nanocomposite comprising an Al2O3 matrix with 0.7 µm grain size
and SiC inclusions with 40 nm diameters was independent of the contact load and was
100 times lower than that of pure Al2O3.

7.4. SiC/Si3N4

As regards the potential reinforcement of a Si3N4 matrix with SiC nanoparticles, the
data reported in the literature are controversial. In one study, Greskovich and Palm [97]
observed that the fracture toughness and microhardness of Si3N4/SiC nanocomposites
were not affected by the volume fraction of the secondary phase (SiC nanoparticles), which
apparently yielded no beneficial effects. On the contrary, other papers from Niihara’s re-
search team [98–100] reported opposite conclusions, claiming that the strength and fracture
toughness of Si3N4 can be significantly increased by the presence of SiC nano-inclusions.
Perhaps these discrepancies are due to the different fabrication methods used to produce the
composites, leading to different micro-/nano-structural characteristics which ultimately
make the comparison among the studies difficult and even inconsistent.

8. Discussion and Conclusions

At present, biomedical applications of non-oxide ceramics show great promise in pros-
thetics and, more specifically, in the fabrication of acetabular cups for hip joint replacements.
Clinical and societal challenges in this context are impressive. Safer alternatives to Al2O3,
which has been documented to have a survival rate above 95% [101], might be found in
non-oxide ceramics such as silicon carbide, silicon nitride and DLC. The most researched
of the three for hip implants in particular are silicon nitride and DLC. These materials offer
great biocompatibility and convenient tribological and mechanical properties (a compari-
son of pros and cons is summarized in Table 3). Modern design of acetabular cups tackles
the problem of fitting larger femur heads as they allow for a more natural range of motion,
and this can be made possible using thinner acetabular cups. For thinner acetabular cups
to be safe, osseointegration is a critical issue. While all of the three presented materials
have proven to be biocompatible, DLC and silicon nitride yield better osseointegration per
se, while silicon carbide typically requires hydroxyapatite coating. Hence, a silicon nitride
acetabular cup could be manufactured with a porous side for improved osseointegration
and smooth contact surface, and its manufacturing could consist of a premade pressed cup
on top of which robocasting could add the porous part and the two could then undergo
sintering for consolidation. Toughened silicon nitride has a fracture toughness about twice
that of ZTA and thrice that of ordinary alumina, thus making catastrophic failure less likely.
In general, silicon nitride materials exhibit better mechanical behaviour as compared to
oxide-based ceramics, such as alumina, which would indeed represent a benefit, explicitly
in terms of an improved safety factor. In addition to its high fracture strength, which is
comparable or even superior to that of composite oxides (e.g., alumina/zirconia ceram-
ics), the most appealing property of silicon nitride is its quite high fracture toughness
as compared to other ceramics. Moreover, spinal implants made of silicon nitride have
shown adequate osseointegration and experiments either simulating hip implants or con-
ducted in vivo suggest low wear rates (Figure 18), low friction thanks to the peculiar wear
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mechanisms of silicon nitride and a lack of negative impacts from wear particles. There is
already commercial interest in the development of silicon nitride hip and knee implants,
with acetabular cup designs already being patented [102]. Silicon carbide, on the other
hand, has drawn less interest because of its cost and fracture toughness comparable to
alumina. On the other hand, silicon carbide can be significantly toughened [103], yielding a
slightly inferior fracture toughness to silicon nitride, but still superior to alumina, and it can
make for a smoother bearing surface in serum-like environments, without the transition to
tribochemical wear found in silicon nitride [104]. C/SiC composites could also potentially
make for an interesting biocompatible surface with low and constant wear rates. Additive
manufacturing of a porous side on top of a compact one is also a possibility through powder
bed selective laser sintering [105], but silicon carbide also requires a hydroxyapatite coating
for proper osseointegration. DLC, while having impressive properties, has collected some
controversial clinical evidence [106]. While all three materials need more research, the one
closest to implementation is silicon nitride, with companies such as Amedica Corp. and
SyntX Technologies already producing spinal implants made with this material. Silicon
carbide might become an option, but at the moment, research on the topic is more oriented
towards biosensors and advanced biomedical applications.

Figure 18. Silicon nitride acetabular cup and femur head before and after 1 million cycles [25] .

Table 3. Overview of the advantages and limitations of silicon nitride, silicon carbide and DLC .

Ceramic Type Pros Cons

Si3N4

Higher toughness than SiC,
alumina, ZTA, DLC

Relatively higher friction
coefficient compared with

alumina, SiC

Higher osteoconductivity than
alumina, SiC, DLC

Relatively higher wear rate
compared to SiC, alumina,

DLC

SiC

Similar friction coefficient to
alumina

Not osteoconductive, requires
HA coating like alumina

Can also be toughened to ZTA
levels

More expensive than
alumina,Si3N4

DLC

Lowest friction coefficient
Requires high hardness

counter-surfaces, like alumina
or Si3N4

Lowest wear rate Conflicting clinical evidence
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